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A UNIVERSAL HEREDITARILY INDECOMPOSABLE CONTINUUM

TADEUSZ MACKOWIAK

Abstract. It is proved that there exists a hereditarily indecomposable metric

continuum X containing a homeomorphic copy of every hereditarily indecomposable

metric continuum. This is a solution of a problem (Problem 125 by H. Cook in

University of Houston Problems Book) recalled in [4, §21]. A similar result was

announced by P. Mine.

If a continuum is not a union of two proper subcontinua, then it is called an

indecomposable continuum. A hereditarily indecomposable continuum means a

continuum of which every subcontinuum is indecomposable.

A collection of all hereditarily indecomposable metric continua is very rich. For

example, every metric continuum is a continuous image of a hereditarily indecom-

posable continuum (see [4, (19.3), p. 48]). A natural question of whether there is a

universal hereditarily indecomposable continuum (see [4, §21, p. 52]) was posed by

H. Cook. This paper contains a solution of this problem.

Before we start with a construction, let us recall that a notion of crookedness plays

a very important role in a study of hereditarily indecomposable continua. In

particular, every hereditarily indecomposable continuum can be approximated by an

inverse sequence of polyhedra and crooked bonding maps. Therefore, if we apply

McCord's method (see [6]) of constructing universal continua and are careful enough

to take sufficiently crooked maps, we can obtain a universal hereditarily indecom-

posable continuum.

If ,<F is a collection of subsets of a space Y, and g: X -» Y, then

3e* = {(A, B,U, V):A,B,U, Kg &,cl(A) c U,

cl(B) c V,cl(U) ncl(K) = 0},

g"'(^*)= {(g~l(A), g~l(B), gl(U), g-^V)); (A, B,U,V) ^ ^* },

Fs= {(g,x):x^X),       TTg(x)=(g,x)    forxG*,

K(X) = [C: C is a component of X},

and we say (compare [2]) that g is!F"-crooked if for each (A, B,U,V) £; ¿F*  there

exist three closed subsets W0, Wx, W2 of X satisfying:

(i) x = w0 u wx u w2,
(ii) g~\A)cz W0,g~l(B)cz W2,

(iii) W0 O W2 = 0, W0 O Wx c g~\V), Wx O W2 c g-\u).
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As an easy consequence of Theorem 3 in [2, p. 677], we obtain

Lemma 1. If f: X -* Y is a continuous map from an hereditarily indecomposable

continuum X into Y and ¿F is an arbitrary collection of open subsets of Y, then f is

J^ *-crooked.

Now we prove

Lemma 2. If ¡Fis a finite collection of open subsets of a compactum Y with a metric p

and a continuous map f: X -» Y is ÏF*-crooked, then there exist e, o > 0 such that if g:

X —» Z is an e-map onto Z and h: Z -* Y satisfies p(f, hg) < 8, then h is IF*-crooked.

Proof. Fix F « (A, B, U, V) e f and choose closed subsets W0F, WXF, WF of X

such that X= W0F U WF U W2F, f~l(A)cz W0F, f~\B)¿ W{, WF O W2F = 0,

W()F O WFczf-\V), WF O W2F<zf-\U). Put 8F= min{p(A,f(WFU W2F)),

p(B, f(W0F U WF)), p(Y\ V, f(WF O W[)), p(Y\ U,f(WF O WF))} and

8 = \min{8F: F &&* }.

Since / is uniformly continuous, we find e' > 0 such that if a(x, x') < 2e', then

P(f(x% f(x')) < o, where a denotes a metric in X. If F = (A, B, U, V) g 3e* , then

we put

e'; = min{a(H//,H//),a(H//\jS(H//n WF,e'), Wxf\B(Wf O WF,e')),

a{W(\B(W[ O WF,e'), Wf\B{Wf O W2F, e'))}

e = imin({e'} u{e';:FGF* }),

where B(C, e') denotes an e'-ball around C in X.

Let g: X -» Z be an arbitrary e-map into Z, and let h: Z -* Y satisfy p(f, hg) < 8.

If F= (A, B,U, V) e#* , then

min{p(A,hg(WFU WF)),p(B,hg(WFU WF)),

p{Y\V,hg{W0FO WF)),p{Y\U,hg(WxF0 WF))} >38.

Thus,

min{a{(hg)-\A), WXF U W2F), a((fgy\B), W0F U WF),

°{(hg)-\Y\ V), WfO WXF), a{(hg)'\Y\ U), WfO WF)) > 2e'.

Therefore,

(hgyl(A)cz WF,    (hgy1(B)czW2F,    (hg)-1(Y\V)dX\B(W0FOWF,e'),

and

(fg)-l(Y\U)^X\B(WxF0 WF,e');

thus

hi(A)czg(W0F),   h\B)czg(wF),   g{B(WFOWF,e'))czh-\V),
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and

g(B(WF0 W2F,e'))czh'\U).

The choice of e'F implies that

g(WF) O g{WF) = 0,    g(WF) O g(WF) <Z g{B{WF O WF,e')),

and

g(W{) O g(WF) a g{B{wF O WF,e')).

These relations complete the proof of Lemma 2.

A slight modification of the proof of Lemma 1.13.3 in [1, p. 148] gives

Lemma 3. For every collection of continuous mappings /: X -* Z, of a separable

metric space X to compacta Z¡, i = 1,2,...,«, there exists a compactum X containing

X as a dense subspace such that dim X < dim X and for each i = 1,2,... ,n the

mapping/ ¿s extendable to a continuous mapping/: X -* Z;.

We now pass to the main

Theorem. There exists a hereditarily indecomposable metric continuum X of dimen-

sion < d containing a homeomorphic copy of every hereditarily indecomposable metric

continuum of dimension < c7.

Proof. Let II = {Px, F2,...} be a collection of all connected polyhedra of

dimension < d. We define a sequence of compacta Xn with countable bases 88n

= { Bj}, B2,...}, sets Xn c X„, countable collections Gc „, of functions from Pm onto

C g K(Xn), and a sequence of continuous mappings/, from Xn + X onto X„ such that

if we put

/„,,„ =/»•■: fn-ifn-i    form< n,       L    = id^

88„,m={BÏ„B2,...,B,r},

Gn = U{Gc.m:C^K(X,,),m = l,2,...},

m=l

and if we take for each g G Gc m a copy Pg of Pm with a homeomorphic projection -ng

from Pm onto P , then:

(1) Xx = Xx = Px and dim Xn < d;

(2) the mapping/, isJF*-crooked;

(3) Xn is an open dense subset of Xn;

(4) every component of Xn is homeomorphic to a member of n and K(Xn) is

countable;

(5) Gc „, is a countable dense subset of a collection of all continuous mappings

from Pm onto C which are^*-crooked;

(6) Xn + X = DgeG„ prfÁx) = gv¡,\x) for x g Pg, and Xn + X has a disjoint union

topology.
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To obtain Xx, Xx, 88x we take Xx = Xx = Px and fix an arbitrary base 88x in Px.

When A-,, X¡, 38, , fip and GCm (for C g K( X¡), i, j = 1,2,... ,zz and zrz = 1,2,... )

are defined, we put

*„+i=   U Pg,    and   f,(x) = gir^(x)    forxGFg,

and we take a disjoint union topology in Xn + X such that every -ng is a homeomor-

phism for g ^ Gn. Since G„ is countable, we conclude that

(7) Xn + X is separable, locally compact, and dim Xn+X < d.

The mapping/, from Xn+X into Xn is continuous because/,|Pg is continuous for

each g G G„. Obviously,/(A„ + 1) = *„,

If g g Gn, then the mapping g is J*,*-crooked. Therefore, for each g g Gn and

F = (A,B,U,V)^^n* , there exist three closed subsets WF-g, W(-g, W2Ff ing~l(Xn)

such that

(c\)g~\Xn) = W0F-*U WF-gU WF-s,

(9)g~l(A)cz WF-s,g-\B)<z WF-g,

(10) WF-8 O W2F-g = 0,WoF-g O W[-g c g-\V), Wf-g O W2F-g c g~\U).

Put

Wf =   (J  TTg{wF-g)    for F G JF*, y = 0,1,2.

Then

(11) H/f, W(, W('are closed in *n+1.

Let /zF be an arbitrary continuous mapping from Xn+X into [0,3] such that

hF(f,;}x(A)) = 0, hF(fn~UB)) = 3, Ä/üz, z + 1]) = WF for z = 0,1,2, h~F\i) =

H^, n WF for z = 1,2, hF(f-\U)) O [i,|] = 0, and h^/;\V)) O [§, f] = 0,

where F = (A, B,U,V) (the existence of zz F is guaranteed by conditions (8)—(11)).

If follows from Lemma 3 that there is a compactification Xn + X of A'n + 1 such that

dim Xn + X < dim Xn+X, /, is extendable to a continuous mapping /,: Xn+X -* Xn,

and, for each 7e^*, the mapping hF is extendable to a continuous mapping zzF:

*„+i-M0,3].
Put WF = hF\[i, i + 1]) for i = 0,1,2. Of course, X„+l = WF U ^ U WF,

W0F O W{~ 0. If F = (A, B, U, V), then

f„-l(A) c ci/.-H^i) = ci(/„-H^) n ATn+1) = cl/rH^f) c zV(0) c */;

similarly we obtam f~\B) c À^(3) c W{, f~\V) c *.+l \Ä>x(2)j and f„~\U) c

■^1+1 X^fHI); mus/n is^¡*-crooked. In this way we have finished the construction.

Denote the inverse limit of the inverse sequence {Xn, fmn} by X and the natural

projections from X onto Xn by an. Clearly,

(12) Àis a compactum of the dimension < d.

Now we prove

(13) every subcontinuum of X is indecomposable.

In fact, suppose that K and L are subcontinua of X such that K O L =£ 0 and

K * K U L i= L. Take points cz and b such that a G K\L and zj g L\K. There

exists a positive integer m such that am(a) G am(A")\am(L) and am(¿>) g

a„,(L)\a„,(A:). Since ^m is a base of Xm, we find sets A, B,U,V g J1   such that
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am(a) ^Acz cl(A) C[/c Xm \ am(L), a„,(b) G B c cl(F) c V c Xm \ am(K),

and cl(U) O cl(K) = 0. The definition of J^,* implies that there is a positive

integer n such that zz > zzz and (fm\,( A),/„;>,(F),/„;>,(íV),/^(F)) G jr* . Condi-

tion (2) implies that there exist three closed subsets W0, Wx, W2 of Xn+X satisfying the

conditions X„+1 = W0 U Wx U FF2, /„^(/l) c W0, /^B+1(5) c W2, W0 OW2 =

0, Ifin^Cp^), and WxOW2czfn-¿ + 1(U). Since ^=<^(IT0)U

«„l,(^)U«;l,(^ ot-,\x(Wa)Oa:,\x(W2)= 0, a^a-\x(W0)OK, and ¿z g

«»+1(^2) nz" we obtain either «^(H/) n AT * 0 or a~\x(Wx) O L ¥= 0. By

symmetry we assume a~\x(Wx) O K ¥= 0. Since K = (K O a~lx(W0)) U (K O

a;,l1(W1))U(KOa;,l+x(W2)),KOa;,\x(W0)^ 0 *KOa-\x(Wx), and discon-

nected, we infer that K O a;tl+x(W0) n an\\(w\) * 0- But

^,\AW0) O a-\x(Wx) = *„U(W0n Wx) c a-n\x{fm]n + x(V))

<= <\AL\ + AXm\«m(K))) = a-¿(Xm\ajK)) c X\K.

This contradiction completes the proof of (13).

Now, let Z be an arbitrary hereditarily indecomposable continuum of dimension

< d. It is known (see [5, Theorem 1]) that for each e > 0 there is an e-mapping from

Z onto F g n. We claim that

(14) Z can be embedded into X.

Denote the metric in Xj by p, and the metric in Z by a. According to Lemma 5 in

[5, p. 152] we define, by induction on i, the sequences: real numbers e, > 0 such that

lim e, = 0, e,-mappings <p,: Z -» Xj onto a component of X¡, and real numbers Ô, > 0

such that:

(15) for any set N/ c cpy(Z) of diameter diam A- < 8/ we have

diam /-j (Nj)< 8,/2J ~ '   for all i < j ;

(16) x, x' g Z and a(x, x) > 2e, imply p,(cp,(jt), cp,(x')) > 25,;

(17)m,(Z)=/<p, + 1(Z);

(18)p,(<p,,/cp,+ 1)<S,/2.

First choose an arbitrary ex > diam Z and take an arbitrary mapping <px from Z

onto Px. Then cpx is an e^map from Z onto Xx. Now assume that we have already

defined cp,, e,, and Ô, for all i < k in accordance with (15)—(18) and that e, < ex/i.

Consider the map <pk_x: Z -» Xk_x and the numbers eA-1 and 8k_x. By Lemma 1

the map <pk_x is J^ j-crooked. From Lemma 2 we find e, 8 > 0 such that if ^:

Z -* \p(Z) is an e-map and ß: \p(Z) -* <pk_x(Z) satisfies pk-X(<pk-X, ßi1) < 8, then

ß is J*"A*_ j -crooked.

It follows from Lemma 4 in [5] that there is an e' > 0 such that for any

polyhedron F and e'-mapping y: Z —> F onto F, there exists a mapping w: F ->

tpA _ j ( Z ) onto tpA. _ j ( Z ) such that the distance

Pk-iWk-uuy) <*'- min{ 5*-i/4,5/2}-

Take eA = minlej//:, e, e'} and fix an e^-map \j/: Z -» F onto F, where F g II.

There is a mapping /?: F -> ^„¡(Z) onto cpA_1(Z) such that the distance

Pk-i(<Pk-i' ß^) < °'- Since 8' < 8 and ek < e, the mapping ß is J^*„ j-crooked.
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Hence, there is g g Gk_x which maps F onto q>k_x(Z) and pk_x(ß, g) < 8k_x/2.

Since

Pk-A<Pk-Ax)> g^(x)) < Pk-Afk-A^'ß^^)) + PkAß^(x), gt(x))

<8k_x/4 + 8k_x/4 = Sk_l/2

îoTx g Z, we obtain p^^cp^!, g^) < tVi/2.

Put çpk = trg4>; then fk_x<pk = g^; thus, <pk is an e^-map, pk-X(<pk.x, fk-X<Pk) <

8k_x/2, and <pk_x(z)=fk_x<pk(Z).

Now consider all the maps/ k\<pk(Z), where i g zc. We have a finite collection of

uniformly continuous mappings, and, therefore, it is possible to determine a 8'k > 0

in such a manner that subsets of <pk(Z) of diameter not greater than 8'k map under

/ k into subsets of cp,(Z) of diameter not greater than 8¡/2k~'. On the other hand, <pk

being an e^-mapping, there is a number 8k > 0 such that x, x' g Z and o(x, x') >

2eA imply pk(<pk(x), <pk(x')) > 28k. If we put 8k = min{8'k, 8'k'}, we have satisfied

(15)-(18). This completes the proof of (14).

Finally, we remark that, by Theorem 15 in [3], the compactum X is contained in a

continuum X such that X possesses an atomic mapping n onto a pseudoarc such that

Tj|Ar\Ä'is a homeomorphism and t](X) is zero dimensional. Hence, by Propositions

11 and 12 in [3] X is hereditarily indecomposable and dim X = dim X; thus, the

proof of the Theorem is complete by (14).
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